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A: You're trying to match a string that contains a specific number
of lines, but is not limited to the lines of the exact number. And
you're excluding the lines that start with a # from your match.

You probably should use a positive lookbehind: (?Michael Conroy
/ AP Photo Facebook may have started as a social site, but now
it’s becoming an ad network. Facebook ads — anything with an

“ad” in front of it — now account for as much as 51% of all digital
display advertising, according to a new study from BIA/Kelsey.

Among that number, 12% of people now visit Facebook’s website
through an ad, and 34% from the Facebook mobile app. And
here’s something to keep in mind: The more ad impressions

people see, the more likely they are to remember the brand —
which can be an important factor in customers deciding what to
buy. Facebook, unlike Google, believes that an ad in the middle
of a web page, or on YouTube, is more effective than one in the
corner of an email. (A Facebook spokesman said the ad data has
not changed.) “It’s very hard to measure what you get for that
dollar,” he said. “We feel that’s what people want.” But John

DeVincent, vice president of product management at audience-
data provider comScore, said the Facebook data was troubling.

He said people were reading less and spending more time
watching video on Facebook, so they were no longer seeing ads

at the same rate as they had earlier. “They’re kind of running out
of room to grow.” For its part, Facebook is trying to differentiate
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itself with better ad technology, to hold on to people and keep
them on the site, and with a better sense of their purchases and

interests. And it hopes that Facebook ads will eventually make up
the majority of digital display ads, as they do on TV and radio.

“Our advertising, whether it’s on mobile, whether it’s desktop or
whether it’s a TV,” said Facebook director of product

management Ethan Beard, “we think those will be the majority of
how people consume digital.”You really
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чемпионе футбола служебная ностальгия Доброго времени и
немного внимания Run a hash to check and see if there is any
changes $ cd. \home $ mv Missing.txt. \home - to replace file
location $ mv Missing.txt Missing.txt.txt - to rename the file to

the preffered name $ md5 -a Missing.txt $ md5 Missing.txt.txt If
they are not the same, then you know something changed in you

file system The pathogenesis of immune reconstitution
inflammatory syndrome in patients receiving antiretroviral

therapy. Immune reconstitution inflammatory syndrome (IRIS) is
a common and potentially life-threatening complication of the

rapid recovery of immune function in HIV-infected patients
receiving combination antiretroviral therapy. The condition

occurs 2-4 weeks after starting therapy, typically in patients with
disseminated tuberculosis or histoplasmosis, and usually has a

fulminant course leading to death. Although reported worldwide,
IRIS is particularly common in Sub-Saharan Africa, where more
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than 80% of patients have at least one underlying predisposing
condition. Ongoing research is exploring the aetiology of IRIS.
Recently, interferon gamma release assays have been used to
predict development of IRIS in HIV-infected patients with active
tuberculosis receiving first-line antiretroviral therapy. Diagnosis

of IRIS is a clinical one and is aided by computerized tomography
of the chest in patients with tuberculosis and by various

laboratory markers in patients with other aeti
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AÂ· BÂ· CÂ· DÂ· EÂ· FÂ· GÂ· HÂ· IÂ· JÂ· KÂ· LÂ· M A: Since you are
constructing a string, use JSONEncoder.schemes property

JSONSerialization.schemes.append(NSKeyedArchiver.Archive and
JSONSerialization.WritingOptions.mutableContainers ) Rather

than dict['memberId'] = "jamescameronavatargameofflineactivat
ionkeygenreloadedtorrents" Q: UnicodeDecodeError in Django I
am using Python 3.2.2 and Django 1.1.1 I have written following

function which is intended to give the output back python -c
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"import json, urllib.parse, urllib.request, sys;" import unicode
import sys def gupiu(filename): data =

json.loads(urllib.parse.urlretrieve(filename)) x =
unicode.decode(data) return x def print_all(filename): """Print all

the lines in a file""" if not os.path.exists(filename): return try:
with open(filename, 'r') as file: print file.readlines() return except:
return def output(filename): """Given a filename that is a unicode

string, return the filename as a UTF-8 string""" filename =
unicode(filename) if sys.maxunicode == 65535: if

filename.encode("utf8").decode("utf-8") == filename: return
unicode(filename) else: return filename.encode("utf8") def

main(): filename = input("Type your filename
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